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Bioeconomy since 2005

The Bioeconomy of the last 15 years draws on two
main pillars:

 The potential of biological resources

 The integration of new knowledge stemming from 
various disciplines, linking it with biotechnologies 
and life Sciences
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Features of biological resources

The uniqueness of some remarkable features of biological 
resources makes them  attractive for becoming the possible 
fundament of an economy:

 Their Renewability

 Their C02 -“ friendliness” or even sometimes carbon 
neutrality

 Their Re-use or multiuse , also in the format of cascades

 Their potentials for new, better functions in their 
products, like higher stability, longer life, stronger 
endurance,  less or no toxicity, less water, more 
convenient haptic surfaces for users etc.
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https://circulareconomy.fooddrinkeurope.eu/library/









A question of time…

http://noaw2020.eu/
NoAW – 3nd Annual Meeting– Verona, IT, 2-4 

Oct. 2019

Why?
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• Source: Finnish Bioeconomy Strategy, 2014
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2010 'The ‘surplus’ land
potentially available for the 
production of biomass by 
2030' Wit+ Figure 8 

"The production costs at 
which biomass resources are 
available in Europe are 
variable, with significantly 
lower costs in CEEC than 
WEC" 

DG RTD

Exploiting potentials in regions …..



Present status of the bioeconomy

 About 50 states worldwide and half a dozen regions
officially support the bioeconomy either via dedicated
programmes, strategies, action plans, roadmaps etc. or
via closely related political, programmatic and/ or
strategic activities, the majority of them still in Europe.

 Many of these activities, however, are limited to
biotechnology and/ or biofuels production and use.

 Today, almost 15 years after it‘s launch there is no more
a single bioeconomy but there are many bioeconomies!

 This has an impact on the necessary frameworks, public
funding, private investment and thematical content.
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